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Abstract

A significant fraction of high-harmonic fast-wave (HHFW) power applied to NSTX can be lost

to the scrape-off layer (SOL) and deposited in bright and hot spirals on the divertor rather than in

the core plasma. We show that the HHFW power flows to these spirals along magnetic field lines

passing through the SOL in front of the antenna, implying that the HHFW power couples across

the entire width of the SOL rather than mostly at the antenna face. This result will help guide

future efforts to understand and minimize these edge losses in order to maximize fast wave heating

and current drive.
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Introduction- High Harmonic Fast Wave (HHFW) heating and current drive are being

explored on the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) to assist in plasma startup

and to sustain H-mode plasmas. However, a significant fraction of the HHFW power can

be lost at the edge of NSTX - up to 60% for current drive phasing - and part of this

lost power can subsequently propagate to the divertor regions outside the outer strike radii

[1, 2]. This process is apparent in optical camera images (Fig. 1) where bright spirals form

on both the upper and lower divertor regions during the application of RF power. This

spiral delivers a large heat flux to the divertor, up to 2 MW/m2 when an RF power of 2

MW is applied as measured with IR cameras [2]. In addition, divertor tile currents [3] and

Langmuir probes [4, 5] show strong responses to the RF pulse when these diagnostics lie

underneath the spiral. The mechanism behind this loss of RF power in the scrape-off layer

(SOL) must be understood and minimized to realize the full potential of HHFW heating

and current drive both in NSTX and in conventional fast wave heating regimes in general.

This is an important consideration for ITER for preventing excessive erosion on the divertor

floor for the planned 20 MW of long-pulse fast wave heating.

We show here that field-line mapping from the SOL midplane to the divertor elucidates

many experimental observations of the RF spiral. In particular, we conclude that much of

the spiral is not magnetically connected to the antenna screen or limiters but rather to the

SOL in front of the antenna. In this regard, this edge loss of RF power resembles divertor

erosion studies on C-Mod [6] and differs considerably from the well-studied loss of RF power

directly to the fast wave antenna [7, 8] that can result in substantial erosion and impurity

generation [9, 10] primarily through sheath rectification of the near RF field. Much effort

has been directed to minimize rectified voltage through proper antenna design [11], but the

present work suggests that the primary loss of RF power on NSTX occurs along the open field

lines in the SOL, not at the antenna, and may require different remediation. Importantly,

all of the losses in the outboard SOL must be minimized to maximize the fraction of fast

wave power that enters the core plasma.

This paper will first present various effects of the RF spiral and the changes in these

effects as the magnetic pitch in NSTX is altered. Field-line mapping will then be used to

explain these observations, leading to the conclusion that the RF power flows through the

SOL to the divertor along field lines that originate not on the antenna but throughout the

SOL midplane. We conclude by hypothesizing that the underlying mechanism for this loss
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FIG. 1: The edge RF power deposition moves radially inward as the magnetic field pitch increases.

(a) A pitch of 31◦ in front of the antenna, given by BT = 5.5 kG, IP = 0.8 MA; (b) 40◦ for BT = 4.5

kG, IP = 1.0 MA. Constrast enhanced with subtraction of background at t = 0.247 s (before RF

pulse). Antenna is on left and Bay B, G, I, and K locations are indicated. The bright blob on the

right of b) is due to gas injection.
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FIG. 2: (a) Row 3 divertor tile currents at Bays G, I, and K versus time for four ratios of Ip/BT .

(b) Tile 3i and 3k currents versus field pitch in front of the antenna. k‖ = −9 m−1, φAnt = −90◦,

D2, PNB = 2 MW.

of power is surface wave propagation and that this effect is likely to be present to some

degree for fast wave heating generally.

Experimental Properties of the RF Spiral - The RF spiral moves across the divertor floor

(ceiling) as the magnetic field pitch in NSTX is varied, suggesting that the flow of RF power

through the SOL is aligned along field lines. In Fig. 1, the major radius of the spiral

decreases by up to 15 cm at any given toroidal location as a result of increasing the pitch

between shots. The images in Fig. 1 are in the optical domain, and the pitch is increased

from ∼ 31◦ at the antenna to ∼ 42◦ by adjusting the plasma current (poloidal magnetic

field) and the toroidal magnetic field. The ability to control the spiral position means that

the spiral can be moved onto and off of diagnostics in the divertor to determine the effects

of the RF power deposition on the diagnostic signals.

For instance, the currents to certain divertor tiles [3] can respond sharply to the onset

of RF power depending on the magnetic pitch. Figure 2.a shows the tile-current responses

over the course of a magnetic-pitch scan that covers a pitch range of ∼ 31◦ to ∼ 40◦ in front

of the antenna. For these shots, the RF power (PRF ) is 1.4 MW in a deuterium H-mode

plasma produced with a neutral beam power (PNB) of 2 MW. The extremes of this scan

are the conditions for the spiral pictures of Fig. 1. Currents are shown for tiles 3g, 3i, and

3k, located at major radii 0.853 m < R < 0.946 m at Bays G, I, and K noted in Fig. 1b.

Tile 3g lies outside the spiral zone, and its current is not affected by the RF pulse. Tiles 3i
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and 3k, however, clearly respond to the RF pulse, but the strength of this response depends

on the magnetic field pitch. Figure 2.b plots the average amplitude of these responses as a

function of field pitch; as the spiral moves radially inward, it moves off of tile 3k and fully

onto tile 3i. The RF-induced current corresponds to an electron current to the tile, which

is consistent with both the expected positive shift in plasma potential in the presence of an

RF field and with RF heating of the plasma in the spiral.

Likewise, Langmuir-probe [4, 5] data track the spiral movement across the divertor floor.

At the highest pitch of ∼ 40◦ the spiral is pushed partly over a four-probe array located at

0.638 m < R < 0.706 m at Bay B (see Fig. 1). The outermost probe, probe 4, intercepts

the spiral, and its floating potential (Vf) is pushed to negative values during the RF pulse

as shown in Fig.3 (note that the RF arcs strongly modulate Vf). Meanwhile, probe 2, just 6

cm inboard of probe 4, is little affected, showing that the RF effect on the probes is localized

to the spiral. Moreover, the negative shift in floating potential is consistent with both the

effect expected from the presence of an RF field and heating of the plasma in the spiral.

Magnetic Field Line Mapping - Field-line mapping from the SOL midplane to the diver-

tor explains the experimental observations noted above: the spiralled geometry of the RF

power deposition on the divertor, the movement of the spiral as pitch is changed, and the

diagnostic response to the applied RF. The field lines are computed using the full-orbit code

SPIRAL [12], which follows the motion of charged particles. The particle orbits can be taken

as proxies for the magnetic field lines if the particle energies are small (1 eV deuterons here)

and if the particles are launched parallel to the field to minimize grad-B drifts. SPRIAL

uses EFIT [13] equilibrium magnetic field reconstructions for NSTX discharges.

The field-line mappings reproduce the RF spiral when field lines from across the SOL

midplane are included. Figure 4 plots three sets of field lines originating in the SOL midplane

in front of the antenna at selected major radius values (RSOL) of 1.55 m, 1.53 m and 1.52

m; the field lines are then followed until they strike the lower divertor. These RSOL values

lie between the antenna radius of 1.575 m and the last closed flux surface (LCFS) radius

of 1.515 m. The field lines generate a spiral pattern similar to the visible camera images in

Fig. 1. Although the antenna spans 90◦ toroidally, the lines converge radially as they wind

around the center column, and lines starting closer to the LCFS strike the divertor farther

in radially and wrap around the center column more toroidally. Only field lines that start

well into the SOL wrap around enough to match the spirals seen in camera images and reach
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the Langmuir probe array described above. Thus, the spiral is caused by RF power flowing

along field lines originating across the SOL midplane between the LCFS and the antenna

face as opposed to originating solely from the antenna face.

Field-line mapping also reproduces the movement of the RF spiral as the magnetic pitch

is altered. Figure 5 plots the points at which the field lines strike the lower divertor/vessel

region; all the field lines that pass in front of the antenna at the midplane are included

(omitting lines passing in front of the lower left and upper right antenna corners which

exhibited little interaction with the edge plasma), and equilibrium reconstructions for the

two pitch cases of Fig. 1 are used. Field lines are started at midplane radii from 157.5 cm

to 152 cm in increments of 0.25 cm; the particles are color-coded to denote their starting

radius. The entire set of strike points defines a spiral and reveals that the high-pitch spiral

(Fig. 5b) is rotated counter-clockwise relative to the low-pitch spiral (Fig. 5a) because the

larger downward field component causes the field lines to not travel as far toroidally before

striking the divertor. The movement of the computed strike points with pitch agrees with

the actual movement of the spiral on the lower divertor floor shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 5 also explains the response of the tile currents and Langmuir probes to the

application of RF power as a function of magnetic pitch. It shows that the strike-point

spiral moves off tile 3k and onto tile 3i with the increase in magnetic pitch in close agreement

with the data of Fig. 2. In addition, the locations of the spiral at Bay B, where the radial

Langmuir probe array sits, explain the response of the observed Langmuir probe signals.

The strike-point spiral misses Probe 4, the outermost probe, at the lower pitch but moves

over Probe 4 at the higher pitch. Probe 4 shows a response to the RF only on the highest-

pitch shot (Fig. 3), indicating that this is the only shot for which the spiral has moved far

enough inward at Bay B to reach the probe array. The agreement between the field-line

computations and the experimental measurements suggest that the RF effects are confined

to field lines from the SOL midplane and only influence diagnostics when those field lines

intercept the diagnostics.

Conclusion - Fast wave heating and current drive can be hindered on NSTX when a

significant loss of the fast wave power to the SOL and divertor is encountered. This loss

of fast wave power does not occur solely at the antenna Faraday screen and limiters but

rather across the SOL in front of the antenna. The lost RF power, whether carried through

the SOL by wave propagation and/or by RF-driven particle flux, then flows along magnetic
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FIG. 3: Probe 4 of the Langmuir-probe array responds to RF at the highest pitch when the spiral

moves over it. Probe 2, 6 cm inboard and not under the spiral, shows almost no response to the

RF. The pitch at the antenna is 39.6◦ here.

field lines and is ultimately deposited on the divertor, giving rise to the bright spirals and

modifying diagnostic signals such as the Langmuir probes and instrumented divertor tiles.

These conclusions are reached by the close agreement between experimental observations

and the magnetic field line mappings.

The underlying mechanism behind this edge loss has not yet been identified, but we hy-

pothesize that surface waves are excited in the SOL and propagate to the divertor. Previous

experiments demonstrated that core power deposition is a strong function of both the parallel

wavelength and magnetic field close to the antenna in keeping with the functional depen-

dence of the onset density for perpendicular fast-wave propagation (nonset ≈ Bk2/qµ0ω from

cold plasma theory) [14, 15]. In fact, the edge RF power deposition decreases substantially

when the onset density is pushed a few centimeters away from the antenna [1, 2, 14–16].

The location at which the plasma density exceeds the onset density for perpendicular wave

propagation typically occurs a few centimeters away from the antenna, a location apparently
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consistent with the field-line mapping. Alternatively, the edge loss to the divertor might in-

volve other mechanisms: heating of SOL particles, DC currents produced by RF reactive

and propagating fields at the antenna, and enhanced sheath dissipation due to near-field

and far-field RF rectification. The results presented here stress the need for SOL measure-

ments to locate wave propagation. Also, advanced code simulations of the RF edge power

deposition in the SOL (e.g.,[17]) should find RF power flow aligned with the magnetic field

lines. These steps are certainly needed to understand and minimize such edge losses in the

ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) heating regime.

This work was supported by DOE Contract No. DE-AC02-09CH11466. The authors
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